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We present the first results for the masses of positive and negative parity excited baryons calculated in lattice
QCD using anO(a2)-improved gluon action and a fat-link irrelevant clover~FLIC! fermion action in which
only the irrelevant operators are constructed with APE-smeared links. The results are in agreement with earlier
calculations ofN* resonances using improved actions and exhibit a clear mass splitting between the nucleon
and its chiral partner. A correlation matrix analysis reveals two low-lyingJP5

1
2

2 states with a small mass

splitting. The study of differentL interpolating fields suggests a similar splitting between the lowest twoL 1
2

2

octet states. However, the empirical mass suppression of theL* (1405) is not evident in these quenched QCD
simulations, suggesting a potentially important role for the meson cloud of theL* (1405) and/or a need for
more exotic interpolating fields.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.67.114506 PACS number~s!: 12.38.Gc, 11.15.Ha, 12.38.Aw
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the dynamics responsible for baryon e
tations provides valuable insight into the forces which co
fine quarks inside baryons and into the nature of QCD in
nonperturbative regime. This is a driving force behind t
experimental effort of the CLAS Collaboration at Jeffers
Lab, which is currently accumulating data of unpreceden
quality and quantity on variousN→N* transitions. With the
increased precision of the data comes a growing nee
understand the observedN* spectrum within QCD. Although
phenomenological low-energy models of QCD have be
successful in describing many features of theN* spectrum-
~for a recent review see Ref.@1#!, they leave many question
unanswered, and calculations ofN* properties from first
principles are indispensable.

One of the long-standing puzzles in spectroscopy
been the low mass of the first positive parity excitation of
nucleon@theJP5 1

2
1 N* (1440) Roper resonance# compared

with the lowest lying odd parity excitation. In a valenc
quark model, in a harmonic oscillator basis, the1

2
2 state

naturally occurs below theN52, 1
2

1 state@2#. Without fine-
tuning of parameters, valence quark models tend to leave
mass of the Roper resonance too high. Similar difficulties
the level orderings appear for the32

1 D* (1600) and 1
2

1

S* (1690), which has led to speculations that the Ro
resonances may be more appropriately viewed as ‘‘breat
modes’’ of the states@3#, or described in terms of meson
baryon dynamics alone@4#, or as hybrid baryon states wit
explicitly excited glue field configurations@5#.

Another challenge for spectroscopy is presented by
L1/22(1405), whose anomalously small mass has been in
preted as an indication of strong coupled channel effects
volving Sp, KN̄, . . . @6#, and a weak overlap with a three
valence constituent-quark state. In fact, the role played
Goldstone bosons in baryon spectroscopy has received
0556-2821/2003/67~11!/114506~17!/$20.00 67 1145
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siderable attention recently@7,8#.
It has been argued@9# that a spin-flavor interaction asso

ciated with the exchange of a pseudoscalar nonet of G
stone bosons between quarks can better explain the l
orderings and hyperfine mass splittings than the traditio
~color-magnetic! one gluon exchange mechanism. On t
other hand, some elements of this approach, such as the
eralization to the meson sector or consistency with the ch
properties of QCD, remain controversial@1,10,11#. Further-
more, neither spin-flavor nor color-magnetic interactions
able to account for the mass splitting between

L1/22
(1405) and theL3/22

(1520) ~a splitting between these
can arise in constituent quark models with a spin-orbit int
action, however, this is known to lead to spurious mass sp
tings elsewhere@1,12#!. Recent work@13# on negative parity
baryon spectroscopy in the large-Nc limit has identified im-
portant operators associated with spin-spin, spin-flavor
other interactions which go beyond the simple constitu
quark model, as anticipated by early QCD sum-rule analy
@14#.

The large number of states predicted by the constitu
quark model and its generalizations which have not b
observed~the so-called ‘‘missing’’ resonances! presents an-
other problem for spectroscopy. If these states do not e
this may suggest that perhaps a quark–diquark picture~with
fewer degrees of freedom! could afford a more efficient de
scription, although lattice simulation results provide no e
dence for diquark clustering@15#. On the other hand, the
missing states could simply have weak couplings to thepN
system@1#. Such a situation would present lattice QCD wi
a unique opportunity to complement experimental searc
for N* ’s, by identifying excited states not easily accessible
experiment~as in the case of glueballs or hybrids!.

In attempting to answer these questions, one fact that
be clear is that it is not sufficient to look only at the standa
low mass hadrons (p, r, N andD) on the lattice—one mus
©2003 The American Physical Society06-1
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MELNITCHOUK et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 114506 ~2003!
consider the entireN* ~and in fact the entire excited baryon!
spectrum. In this paper we present the first results of o
baryon mass simulations using anO(a2) improved gluon
action and an improved fat link irrelevant clover~FLIC! @16#
quark action in which only the irrelevant operators are c
structed using fat links@17#. Configurations are generated o
the Orion supercomputer at the University of Adelaide. Af
reviewing in Sec. II the main elements of lattice calculatio
of excited hadron masses and a brief overview of ear
calculations, we describe in Sec. III various features of in
polating fields used in this analysis. Section IV reviews
details of the lattice simulations, and Sec. V gives an ov
view of the methodology for isolating baryon resonan
properties. In Sec. VI we present the results from our sim
lations and in Sec. VII we make concluding remarks a
discuss possible future extensions of this work.

II. EXCITED BARYONS ON THE LATTICE

The history of excited baryons on the lattice is quite bri
although recently there has been growing interest in find
new techniques to isolate excited baryons, motivated pa
by the experimentalN* program at Jefferson Lab. The firs
detailed analysis of the positive parity excitation of t
nucleon was performed by Leinweber@18# using Wilson fer-
mions and an operator product expansion spectral an
DeGrand and Hecht@19# used a wave function ansatz
accessP-wave baryons, with Wilson fermions and relative
heavy quarks. Subsequently, Lee and Leinweber@20# intro-
duced a parity projection technique to study the nega
parity 1

2
2 states using anO(a2) tree-level tadpole-improved

Dx34 quark action, and anO(a2) tree-level tadpole-improved
gauge action. Following this, Lee@21# reported results using
a D234 quark action with an improved gauge action on
anisotropic lattice to study the12

1 and 1
2

2 excitations of the
nucleon. The RIKEN-BNL group@22# has also performed a

analysis of theN* ( 1
2

2) andN8( 1
2

1) excited states using do
main wall fermions. More recently, a nonperturbatively im
proved clover quark action has been used by Richardset al.

@23# to study theN* ( 1
2

2) and D* ( 3
2

2) states, while Naka-

jima et al. have studied theN* ( 1
2

2) andL* ( 1
2

2) states us-
ing an anisotropic lattice with anO(a) improved quark ac-
tion @24#. Constrained-fitting methods based on Bayes
priors have also recently been used by Leeet al. @25# to
study the two lowest octet and decuplet positive and nega
parity baryons using overlap fermions with pion mass
down to;180 MeV. While these authors claim to have o
served the Roper in quenched QCD, it remains to be dem
strated that this conclusion is independent of the Bayes
prior assumed in their analysis@18,26#.

Following standard notation, we define a two-point cor
lation function for a spin-12 baryonB as

GB~ t,pW ![(
xW

e2 ipW •xW^VuxB~x!x̄B~0!uV& ~1!

wherexB is a baryon interpolating field and where we ha
suppressed Dirac indices. All formalism for correlation fun
11450
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tions and interpolating fields presented in this paper is c
ried out using the Dirac representation of theg-matrices. The
choice of interpolating fieldxB is discussed in Sec. III below
The overlap of the interpolating fieldxB with positive or
negative parity statesuB6& is parametrized by a coupling
strengthlB6 which is complex in general and which is de
fined by

^VuxB~0!uB1,p,s&5lB1AMB1

EB1

uB1~p,s!, ~2a!

^VuxB~0!uB2,p,s&5lB2AMB2

EB2

g5uB2~p,s!,

~2b!

whereMB6 is the mass of the stateB6, EB65AMB6
2

1pW 2 is
its energy, anduB6(p,s) is a Dirac spinor with normalization
ūB6

a (p,s)uB6
b (p,s)5dab. For large Euclidean time, the cor

relation function can be written as a sum of the lowest
ergy positive and negative parity contributions

GB~ t,pW !'lB1
2 ~g•p1MB1!

2EB1

e2EB1t

1lB2
2 ~g•p2MB2!

2EB2

e2EB2t, ~3!

when a fixed boundary condition in the time direction is us
to remove backward propagating states. The positive
negative parity states are isolated by taking the trace ofGB
with the operatorG1 andG2 respectively, where

G65
1

2 S 16
MB7

EB7

g4D . ~4!

For pW 50, G6
2 5G6 so thatG6 are then parity projectors. Fo

pW 50, the energyEB65MB6 and using the operatorG6 we
can isolate the mass of the baryonB6. In this case, positive
parity states propagate in the~1, 1! and~2, 2! elements of the
Dirac matrix of Eq.~3!, while negative parity states propa
gate in the~3, 3! and ~4, 4! elements.

In terms of the correlation functionGB , the baryon effec-
tive mass function is defined by

MB~ t !5 log@GB~ t,0W !#2 log@GB~ t11,0W !#. ~5!

Meson masses are determined via analogous standard p
dures.

III. INTERPOLATING FIELDS

In this analysis we consider two types of interpolati
fields which have been used in the literature. The notat
adopted is similar to that of Ref.@27#. To access the positive
parity proton we use as interpolating fields

x1
p1~x!5eabc„ua

T~x!Cg5db~x!…uc~x!, ~6!
6-2
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and

x2
p1~x!5eabc„ua

T~x!Cdb~x!…g5uc~x!, ~7!

where the fieldsu, d are evaluated at Euclidean space-tim
point x, C is the charge conjugation matrix,a,b and c are
color labels, and the superscriptT denotes the transpose
These interpolating fields transform as a spinor under a
ity transformation. That is, if the quark fieldsqa(x)(q
5u,d, . . . ) transform as

Pqa~x!P †51g0qa~ x̃!,

wherex̃5(x0 ,2xW ), then

Pxp1~x!P †51g0xp1~ x̃!.

For convenience, we introduce the shorthand notation

G~Sf 1
,Sf 2

,Sf 3
!

[eabcea8b8c8$Sf 1

aa8~x,0!tr@Sf 2

bb8T~x,0!Sf 3

cc8~x,0!#

1Sf 1

aa8~x,0!Sf 2

bb8T~x,0!Sf 3

cc8~x,0!%, ~8!

where Sf 123

aa8 (x,0) are the quark propagators in the bac

ground link-field configurationU corresponding to flavors
f 123. This allows us to express the correlation functions i
compact form. The associated correlation function forx1

p1

can be written as

G11
p1~ t,pW ;G!5K (

xW
e2 ipW •xWtr@2GG~Su ,C̃SdC̃21,Su!#L ,

~9!

where^•••& is the ensemble average over the link fields,G is
the G6 projection operator from Eq.~4!, and C̃5Cg5. For
ease of notation, we will drop the angled brackets,^•••&,
and all the following correlation functions will be understoo
to be ensemble averages. For thex2

p1 interpolating field, one
can similarly write

G22
p1~ t,pW ;G!

5(
xW

e2 ipW •xWtr@2GG~g5Sug5 ,C̃SdC̃21,g5Sug5!#,

~10!

while the interference terms from these two interpolat
fields are given by, e.g.,

G12
p1~ t,pW ;G!5(

xW
e2 ipW •xWtr@2G$G~Sug5 ,C̃SdC̃21,Sug5!%#.

~11!

G21
p1~ t,pW ;G!5(

xW
e2 ipW •xWtr@2G$G~g5Su ,C̃SdC̃21,g5Su!%#.

~12!
11450
r-

-

a

The neutron interpolating field is obtained via the e
changeu↔d, and the strangeness–2,J interpolating field
by replacing the doubly representedu or d quark fields in
Eqs.~6! and~7! by s quark fields.S andJ interpolators are
discussed in detail below.

As pointed out in Ref.@18#, because of the Dirac structur
of the ‘‘diquark’’ in the parentheses in Eq.~6!, in the Dirac
representation the fieldx1

p1 involves both products of
upper3upper3upper and lower3 lower3upper com-
ponents of spinors for positive parity baryons, so that in
nonrelativistic limitx1

p15O(1). Here upper and lower refe
to the large and small spinor components in the stand
Dirac representation of theg matrices. Furthermore, sinc
the ‘‘diquark’’ couples to total spin 0, one expects an attra
tive force between the two quarks, and hence better ove
with a lower energy state than with a state in which tw
quarks do not couple to spin 0.

The x2
p1 interpolating field, on the other hand, is know

to have little overlap with the nucleon ground state@18,28#.
Inspection of the structure of the Dirac matrices in Eq.~7!
reveals that it involves only products ofupper3 lower
3 lower components for positive parity baryons, so th
x2

p15O(p2/E2) vanishes in the nonrelativistic limit. As a
result of the mixing of upper and lower components, t

‘‘diquark’’ term contains a factorsW •pW , meaning that the
quarks no longer couple to spin 0, but are in a relativeL
51 state. One expects therefore that two-point correlat
functions constructed from the interpolating fieldx2

p1 are
dominated by larger mass states than those arising fromx1

p1

at early Euclidean times.
While the masses of negative parity baryons are obtai

directly from the~positive parity! interpolating fields in Eqs.
~6! and~7! by using the parity projectorsG6 , it is instructive
nevertheless to examine the general properties of the n
tive parity interpolating fields. Interpolating fields wit
strong overlap with the negative parity proton can be c
structed by multiplying the previous positive parity interp
lating fields byg5 , x1,2

p2[g5x1,2
p1 . In contrast to the positive

parity case, both the interpolating fieldsx1
p2 and x2

p2 mix
upper and lower components, and consequently bothx1

p2

andx2
p2 areO(p/E).

Physically, two nearbyJP5 1
2

2 states are observed in th
excited nucleon spectrum. In simple quark models, the sp
ting of these two orthogonal states is largely attributed to
extent to which scalar diquark configurations compose
wave function. It is reasonable to expectx1

p2 to have better
overlap with scalar diquark dominated states, and thus p
vide a lower effective mass in the moderately large Euc
ean time regime explored in lattice simulations. If the effe
tive mass associated with thex2

p2 correlator is larger, then
this would be evidence of significant overlap ofx2

p2 with the
higher lyingN1/22 states. In this event, a correlation matr
analysis~see Sec. V! will be used to isolate these two state

Interpolating fields for the other members of the flav
SU~3! octet are constructed along similar lines. For the po
tive parity S0 hyperon one uses@27#
6-3
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x1
S~x!5

1

A2
eabc$@ua

T~x!Cg5sb~x!#dc~x!1@da
T~x!Cg5sb~x!#uc~x!%, ~13!

x2
S~x!5

1

A2
eabc$@ua

T~x!Csb~x!#g5dc~x!1@da
T~x!Csb~x!#g5uc~x!%. ~14!

Interpolating fields used for accessing other charge states ofS are obtained byd→u or u→d, producing correlation functions
analogous to those in Eqs.~9! through ~11!. Note thatx1

S transforms as a triplet under SU~2! isospin. An SU~2! singlet
interpolating field can be constructed by replacing ‘‘1 ’’ → ‘‘ 2 ’’ in Eqs. ~13! and ~14!. For the SU~3! octetL interpolating
field ~denoted by ‘‘L8’’ !, one has

x1
L8

~x!5
1

A6
eabc$2@ua

T~x!Cg5db~x!#sc~x!1@ua
T~x!Cg5sb~x!#dc~x!2@da

T~x!Cg5sb~x!#uc~x!%, ~15!

x2
L8

~x!5
1

A6
eabc$2@ua

T~x!Cdb~x!#g5sc~x!1@ua
T~x!Csb~x!#g5dc~x!2@da

T~x!Csb~x!#g5uc~x!%, ~16!

which leads to the correlation function

G11
L8

~ t,pW ;G!5
1

6 (
xW

e2 ipW •xWtr@2G$2G~Ss ,C̃SuC̃21,Sd!12G~Ss ,C̃SdC̃21,Su!12G~Sd ,C̃SuC̃21,Ss!12G~Su ,C̃SdC̃21,Ss!

2G~Sd ,C̃SsC̃
21,Su!2G~Su ,C̃SsC̃

21,Sd!%# ~17!

and similarly for the correlation functionsG22
L8

, G12
L8

andG21
L8

.
The interpolating field for the SU~3! flavor singlet~denoted by ‘‘L1’’ ! is given by@27#

x1
L1

~x!522eabc$2@ua
T~x!Cg5db~x!#sc~x!1@ua

T~x!Cg5sb~x!#dc~x!2@da
T~x!Cg5sb~x!#uc~x!%, ~18!

x2
L1

~x!522eabc$2@ua
T~x!Cdb~x!#g5sc~x!1@ua

T~x!Csb~x!#g5dc~x!2@da
T~x!Csb~x!#g5uc~x!%, ~19!

where the last two terms are common to bothx1
L8

andx1
L1

. The correlation function resulting from this field involves quite
few terms,

G11
L1

~ t,pW ;G!5eabcea8b8c8(
xW

e2 ipW •xWtr@2G$g5Ss
aa8C̃Sd

cc8TC̃21Su
bb8g51g5Su

aa8C̃Sd
cc8TC̃21Ss

bb8g51g5Ss
aa8C̃Su

cc8TC̃21Sd
bb8g5

1g5Sd
aa8C̃Su

cc8TC̃21Ss
bb8g51g5Su

aa8C̃Ss
cc8TC̃21Sd

bb8g51g5Sd
aa8C̃Ss

cc8TC̃21Su
bb8g5

2g5Ss
aa8g5tr@Sd

bb8C̃Su
cc8TC̃21#2g5Su

aa8g5tr@Ss
bb8C̃Sd

cc8TC̃21#2g5Sd
aa8g5tr@Su

bb8C̃Ss
cc8TC̃21#%#. ~20!

In order to test the extent to which SU~3! flavor symmetry is valid in the baryon spectrum, one can construct anothL
interpolating field composed of the terms common toL1 and L8, which does not make any assumptions about the SU~3!
flavor symmetry properties ofL. We define

x1
Lc

~x!5
1

A2
eabc$@ua

T~x!Cg5sb~x!#dc~x!2@da
T~x!Cg5sb~x!#uc~x!%, ~21!

x2
Lc

~x!5
1

A2
eabc$@ua

T~x!Csb~x!#g5dc~x!2@da
T~x!Csb~x!#g5uc~x!%, ~22!

to be our ‘‘common’’ interpolating fields which are the isosinglet analog ofx1
S andx2

S in Eqs.~13! and~14!. Such interpolating
fields may be useful in determining the nature of theL* (1405) resonance, as they allow for mixing between singlet and o
states induced by SU~3! flavor symmetry breaking. To appreciate the structure of the ‘‘common’’ correlation function, on
introduce the function
114506-4
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Ḡ~Sf 1
,Sf 2

,Sf 3
!5eabcea8b8c8$Sf 1

aa8~x,0!tr@Sf 2

bb8T~x,0!Sf 3

cc8~x,0!#2Sf 1

aa8~x,0!Sf 2

bb8T~x,0!Sf 3

cc8~x,0!%, ~23!

which is recognized asG in Eq. ~8! with the relative sign of the two terms changed. With this notation, the correlation fun

corresponding to thex1
Lc

interpolating field is

G11
Lc

~ t,pW ;G!5
1

2 (
xW

e2 ipW •xWtr@2G$Ḡ~Sd ,C̃SsC̃
21,Su!1Ḡ~Su ,C̃SsC̃

21,Sd!%#, ~24!

and similarly for the correlation functions involving thex2
Lc

interpolating field.
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IV. LATTICE SIMULATIONS

Having outlined the method of calculating excited bary
masses and the choice of interpolating fields, we next
scribe the gauge and fermion actions used in the pre
analysis. Additional details of the simulations can be fou
in Ref. @16#.

A. Gauge action

For the gauge fields, the Luscher-Weisz mean-field
proved plaquette plus rectangle action@29# is used. We de-
fine

SG5
5b

3 (
sq

1

3
Re tr@12Usq~x!#

2
b

12u0
2 (

rect

1

3
Re tr@12U rect~x!#, ~25!

where the operatorsUsq(x) andU rect(x) are defined as

Usq~x!5Um~x!Un~x1m̂ !Um
† ~x1 n̂ !Un

†~x!, ~26a!

U rect~x!5Um~x!Un~x1m̂ !Un~x1 n̂1m̂ !Um
†

3~x12n̂ !Un
†~x1 n̂ !Un

†~x!1Um~x!Um

3~x1m̂ !Un~x12m̂ !Um
† ~x1m̂1 n̂ !Um

†

3~x1 n̂ !Un
†~x!. ~26b!

The link productU rect(x) denotes the rectangular 132 and
231 plaquettes, and for the tadpole improvement factor
employ the plaquette measure

u05 K 1

3
Re tr̂ Usq&L 1/4

. ~27!

Gauge configurations are generated using the Cabib
Marinari pseudo-heatbath algorithm with three diago
SU~2! subgroups looped over twice. Simulations are p
formed using a parallel algorithm with appropriate link pa
titioning @30#.
11450
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The calculations of octet excited-baryon masses are
formed on a 163332 lattice atb54.60. The scale is set via
the string tension obtained from the static quark poten
@31#

V~r !5V01sr 2eF1

r G1 l S F1

r G2
1

r D ,

whereV0 , s, e and l are fit parameters, and@1/r # denotes
the tree-level lattice Coulomb term

F1

r G54pE d3k

~2p!3
cos~k•r !D44~0,k!,

with D44(k) the time-time component of the gluon propag
tor. Note thatD44(k4 ,k) is gauge-independent in the Bre
frame,k450, sincek4

2/k250. In the continuum limit,

F1

r G→ 1

r
.

Taking the physical value of the string tension to beAs
5440 MeV we find a lattice spacing ofa50.122(2) fm.

B. Fat-link irrelevant fermion action

For the quark fields, we implement the Fat-Link Irreleva
Clover ~FLIC! action introduced in Ref.@16#. Fat links are
created by averaging or smearing links on the lattice w
their nearest transverse neighbors in a gauge covariant m
ner ~APE smearing!. In the FLIC action, this reduces th
problem of exceptional configurations encountered w
Wilson-style actions, and minimizes the effect of renorm
ization on the action improvement terms. By smearing o
the irrelevant, higher dimensional terms in the action, a
leaving the relevant dimension-four operators untouched,
retain short distance quark and gluon interactions. Furth
more, the use of fat links@17# in the irrelevant operators
removes the need to fine-tune the clover coefficient in
moving allO(a) artifacts. It is now clear that FLIC fermion
provide a new form of nonperturbativeO(a) improvement
@32#.

The smearing procedure@33# replaces a link,Um(x), with
a sum of the link anda times its staples
6-5
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Um~x!→Um8 ~x!5~12a!Um~x!1
a

6 (
n51
nÞm

4

@Un~x!Um~x

1na!Un
†~x1ma!1Un

†~x2na!

3Um~x2na!Un~x2na1ma!#, ~28!

followed by projection back to SU~3!. We select the unitary
matrix Um

FL which maximizes

Re tr~Um
FLUm8

†!

by iterating over the three diagonal SU~2! subgroups of
SU~3!. This procedure of smearing followed immediately
projection is repeatedn times. The fat links used in this
investigation are created witha50.7 andn54 as discussed
in Ref. @16#. The mean-field improved FLIC action is give
by @16#

SSW
FL 5SW

FL2
iCSWkr

2~u0
FL!4

c̄~x!smnFmnc~x!, ~29!

whereFmn is constructed using fat links, andu0
FL is calcu-

lated via Eq.~27! using the fat links. The factorCSW is the
~Sheikholeslami-Wohlert! clover coefficient@34#, defined to
be 1 at tree-level. The quark hopping parameter isk
51/(2m18r ). We use the conventional choice of the W
son parameter,r 51. The mean-field improved Fat-Link Ir
relevant Wilson action is

SW
FL5(

x
c̄~x!c~x!1k(

x,m
c̄~x!FgmS Um~x!

u0
c~x1m̂ !

2
Um

† ~x2m̂ !

u0
c~x2m̂ ! D 2r S Um

FL~x!

u0
FL

c~x1m̂ !

1
Um

FL†~x2m̂ !

u0
FL

c~x2m̂ !D G . ~30!

Our notation for the fermion action uses the Pauli repres
tation of the Diracg-matrices defined in Appendix B o
Sakurai@35#. In particular, theg-matrices are Hermitian with
smn5@gm , gn#/(2i ).

As shown in Ref.@16#, the mean-field improvement pa
rameter for the fat links is very close to 1, so that the me
field improved coefficient forCSW is adequate@16#. Another
advantage is that one can now use highly improved de
tions ofFmn ~involving terms up tou0

12), which give impres-
sive near-integer results for the topological charge@36#.

In particular, we employ anO(a4) improved definition of
Fmn in which the standard clover-sum of four 131 loops
lying in them,n plane is combined with 232 and 333 loop
clovers. Bilson-Thompsonet al. @36# find
11450
n-

-

i-

Fmn5
2 i

8 F S 3

2
W1312

3

20u0
4 W232

1
1

90u0
8 W333D 2H.c.G

traceless

~31!

whereWn3n is the clover-sum of fourn3n loops andFmn is
made traceless by subtracting 1/3 of the trace from each
agonal element of the 333 color matrix. This definition re-
produces the continuum limit withO(a6) errors.

A fixed boundary condition in the time direction is use
for the fermions by settingUt(xW ,Nt)50;xW in the hopping
terms of the fermion action, with periodic boundary cond
tions imposed in the spatial directions. Gauge-invari
Gaussian smearing@37# in the spatial dimensions is applie
at the source to increase the overlap of the interpolating
erators with the ground states. The source-smearing t
nique @37# starts with a point source,c0(xW0 ,t0), at space-
time location (xW0 ,t0)5(1,1,1,3) @38# and proceeds via the
iterative scheme,

c i~x,t !5(
x8

F~x,x8!c i 21~x8,t !, ~32!

where

F~x,x8!5
1

~11a! S dx,x81
a

6 (
m51

3

@Um~x!dx8,x1m̂1Um
†

3~x2m̂ !dx8,x2m̂# D . ~33!

Repeating the procedureN times gives the resulting fermion
field

cN~x,t !5(
x8

FN~x,x8!c0~x8,t !. ~34!

The parametersN and a govern the size and shape of th
smearing function and in our simulations we useN520 and
a56.

Five masses are used in the calculations@16# and the
strange quark mass is taken to be the second heaviest q
mass (k50.1266) in each case. The analysis is based o
sample of 400 configurations, and the error analysis is p
formed by a third-order, single-elimination jackknife, wit
thex2 per degree of freedom (NDF) obtained via covariance
matrix fits.

V. CORRELATION MATRIX ANALYSIS

In this section we outline the correlation matrix formalis
for calculations of masses, coupling strengths and opti
interpolating fields. After demonstrating that the correlati
functions are real, we proceed to show how a matrix of su
correlation functions may be used to isolate states co
sponding to different masses, and also to give informat
about the coupling of the operators to each of these stat
6-6
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A. The U¿U* method

A lattice QCD correlation function for the operatorx i x̄ j ,
wherex i is the i th interpolating field for a particular baryo
~e.g.x2

p1 in Sec. III!, can be written as

Gi j [^VuT~x i x̄ j !uV& ~35!

5

E DUDc̄Dce2S[U,c̄,c]x i x̄ j

E DUDc̄Dce2S[U,c̄,c]

,

where spinor indices and spatial coordinates are suppre
for ease of notation. The fermion and gauge actions can
separated such thatS@U,c̄,c#5SG@U#1c̄M @U#c. Integra-
tion over the Grassmann variablesc̄ andc then gives

Gi j 5

E DUe2SG[U]det~M @U# !Hi j @U#

E DUe2SG[U]det~M @U# !

, ~36!

where the termHi j stands for the sum of all full contraction
of x i x̄ j . The pure gauge actionSG and the fermion matrixM
satisfy

SG@U#5SG@U* #, ~37!

and

C̃M @U* #C̃215M* @U#, ~38!

respectively, whereC̃ is Cg5.
Using the result of Eq.~38!, one has

det~M @U* # !5det~M* @U# !, ~39!

and since det(M @U#) is real,

det~M @U* # !5det~M @U# !. ~40!

Thus, U and U* are configurations of equal weight in th
measure*DU det(M @U#)exp(2SG@U#), in which caseGi j
can be written as

Gi j 5
1

2 S E DUe2SG[U]det~M @U# !$Hi j @U#1Hi j @U* #%

E DUe2SG[U]det~M @U# !
D .

~41!

Let us define
11450
ed
be

Gi j
6[trsp$G6Gi j %, ~42!

where trsp denotes the spinor trace andG6 is the parity-
projection operator defined in Eq.~4!. If trsp$GHi j @U* #%
5trsp$GHi j* @U#%, thenGi j

6 is real. This can be shown by firs
noting that Hi j will be products of g-matrices, fermion
propagators, and link-field operators. In a gamma matrix r
resentation which is Hermitian, such as the Sakurai repre
tation, C̃gmC̃215gm* . Fermion propagators have the for

M 21 and recalling that sinceC̃M @U* #C̃215M* @U#, then
we have C̃M 21@U* #C̃215(M 21@U#)* . For products of
link-field operatorsO@U# contained inHi j , the condition
O@U* #5O* @U# is equivalent to the requirement that th
coefficients of all link-products be real. As long as this r
quirement is enforced, we can then simply proceed by ins
ing C̃C̃21 inside the trace to show that the~spinor-traced!
correlation functionsGi j

6 are real. If one chooses the Dira

representation, thenC̃gkC̃
2152gk* and C̃g0C̃215g0* .

Therefore, in the Dirac representation of theg-matrices, if
Hi j contains an even number of spatial gamma matrices w
real coefficients,Gi j

6 is purely real, otherwiseGi j
6 is purely

imaginary.
In summary, the interpolating fields considered here

constructed using only real coefficients and have no spa
g-matrices. Therefore, the correlation functionsGi j

6 are real.
This symmetry is explicitly implemented by including bo
U and U* in the ensemble averaging used to construct
lattice correlation functions, providing an improved unbias
estimator which is strictly real. This is easily implemented
the correlation function level by observing

M 21~$Um* %!5@Cg5M 21~$Um%!~Cg5!21#*

for quark propagators.

B. Recovering masses, couplings and optimal interpolators

Let us again consider the momentum-space two-po
function for t.0,

Gi j ~ t,pW !5(
xW

e2 ipW •xW^Vux i~ t,xW !x̄ j~0,0W !uV&. ~43!

At the hadronic level,

Gi j ~ t,pW !5(
xW

e2 ipW •xW(
pW 8,s

(
B

^Vux i~ t,xW !uB,p8,s&

3^B,p8,sux̄ j~0,0W !uV&,

where theuB,p8,s& are a complete set of states with mome
tum p8 and spins
(
pW 8

(
B

(
s

uB,p8,s&^B,p8,su5I . ~44!

We can make use of translational invariance to write
6-7
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Gi j ~ t,pW !5(
xW

e2 ipW •xW(
pW 8

(
s

(
B

^VueĤte2 iPŴ •xWx i~0!eiPŴ •xWe2ĤtuB,p8,s&^B,p8,sux̄ j~0!uV&

5(
s

(
B

e2EBt^Vux i~0!uB,p,s&^B,p,sux̄ j~0!uV&. ~45!
e
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It is convenient in the following discussion to label th
states which have thex interpolating field quantum number
and which survive the parity projection asuBa& for a
51,2, . . . ,N. In general the number of states,N, in this
tower of excited states may be infinite, but we will only ev
need to consider a finite set of the lowest such states h
After selecting zero momentum,pW 50, the parity-projected
trace of this object is then

Gi j
6~ t !5trsp$G6Gi j ~ t,0W !%5 (

a51

N

e2matl i
al̄ j

a , ~46!

wherel i
a and l̄ j

a are coefficients denoting the couplings

the interpolating fieldsx i and x̄ j , respectively, to the stat
uBa&. If we use identical source and sink interpolating fiel
then it follows from the definition of the coupling streng
that l̄ j

a5(l j
a)* and from Eq. ~46! we see thatGi j

6(t)
5@Gji

6(t)#* , i.e., G6 is a Hermitian matrix. If, in addition,
we use only real coefficients in the link products, thenG6 is
a real symmetric matrix. For the correlation matrices that
construct we have real link coefficients but we use smea
sources and point sinks and so in our calculationsG is a real
but nonsymmetric matrix. SinceG6 is a real matrix for the
infinite number of possible choices of interpolating fiel
with real coefficients, then we can takel i

a andl̄ j
a to be real

coefficients here without loss of generality.
Suppose now that we haveM creation and annihilation

operators, whereM,N. We can then form anM3M ap-
proximation to the fullN3N matrix G. At this point there
are two options for extracting masses. The first is the s
dard method for calculation of effective masses at largt
described in Sec. II. The second option is to extract
masses through a correlation-matrix procedure@39#.

Let us begin by considering the ideal case where we h
N interpolating fields with the same quantum numbers,
which give rise toN linearly independent states when acti
on the vacuum. In this case we can constructN ideal inter-
polating source and sink fields which perfectly isolate theN
individual baryon statesuBa&, i.e.,

f̄a5(
i 51

N

ui
ax̄ i , ~47a!

fa5(
i 51

N

v i*
ax i , ~47b!

such that
11450
r
re.

e
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e

e
t

^Bbuf̄auV&5dabz̄aū~a,p,s!, ~48a!

^VufauBb&5dabzau~a,p,s!, ~48b!

whereza and z̄a are the coupling strengths offa andf̄a to
the stateuBa&. The coefficientsui

a andv i*
a in Eqs.~47! may

differ when the source and sink have different smearing p
scriptions, again indicated by the differentiation betweenza

and z̄a. For notational convenience for the remainder of th
discussion repeated indicesi , j ,k are to be understood as be
ing summed over. AtpW 50, it follows that

Gi j
6~ t !uj

a5S (
xW

trsp$G6^Vux i x̄ j uV&% D uj
a

5l i
az̄ae2mat. ~49!

The only t-dependence in this expression comes from
exponential term, which leads to the recurrence relations

Gi j
6~ t !uj

a5emaGik
6~ t11!uk

a , ~50!

which can be rewritten as

@G6~ t11!#ki
21Gi j

6~ t !uj
a5emauk

a . ~51!

This is recognized as an eigenvalue equation for the ma
@G6(t11)#21G6(t) with eigenvaluesema and eigenvectors
ua. Hence the natural logarithms of the eigenvalues
@G6(t11)#21G6(t) are the masses of theN baryons in the
tower of excited states corresponding to the selected pa
and the quantum numbers of thex fields. The eigenvectors
are the coefficients of thex fields providing the ideal linear
combination for that state. Note that since here we use o
real coefficients in our link products, then@G6(t
11)#21G6(t) is a real matrix and soua andva will be real
eigenvectors. It also then follows thatza andz̄a will be real.
These coefficients are examined in detail in the followi
section.

One can also construct the equivalent left-eigenva
equation to recover thev vectors, providing the optimal lin-
ear combination of annihilation interpolators,

vk*
aGk j

6~ t !5emav i*
aGi j

6~ t11!. ~52!

Recalling Eq.~49!, one finds:

Gi j
6~ t !uj

a5 z̄al i
ae2mat, ~53!
6-8
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EXCITED BARYONS IN LATTICE QCD PHYSICAL REVIEW D67, 114506 ~2003!
v i*
aGi j

6~ t !5zal̄ j
ae2mat, ~54!

vk*
aGk j

6~ t !Gil
6~ t !ul

a5zaz̄al i
al̄ j

ae22mat. ~55!

The definitions of Eqs.~48! imply

v i*
aGi j

6~ t !uj
a5zaz̄ae2mat, ~56!

indicating the eigenvectors may be used to construct a
relation function in which a single state massma is isolated
and which can be analyzed using the methods of Sec. II.
refer to this as the projected correlation function in the f
lowing. Combining Eqs.~55! and ~56! leads us to the resul

vk*
aGk j~ t !Gil ~ t !ul

a

vk*
aGkl~ t !ul

a
5l i

al̄ j
ae2mat. ~57!

By extracting allN2 such ratios, we can exactly recover a
of the real couplingsl i

a and l̄ j
a of x i and x̄ j respectively to

the stateuBa&. Note that throughout this section no assum
tions have been made about the symmetry properties ofGi j

6 .
This is essential due to our use of smeared sources and
sinks.

In practice we will only have a relatively small numbe
M,N, of interpolating fields in any given analysis. TheseM
interpolators should be chosen to have good overlap with
lowestM excited states in the tower and we should attem
to study the ratios in Eq.~57! at early to intermediate Euclid
ean times, where the contribution of the (N2M ) higher
mass states will be suppressed but where there is still s
cient signal to allow the lowestM states to be seen. Thi
procedure will lead to an estimate for the masses of eac
the lowestM states in the tower of excited states. Of theseM
predicted masses, the highest will in general have the lar
systematic error while the lower masses will be most relia
determined. Repeating the analysis with varyingM and dif-
ferent combinations of interpolating fields will give an o
jective measure of the reliability of the extraction of the
masses.

In our case of a modest 232 correlation matrix (M52)
we take a cautious approach to the selection of the eig
value analysis time. As already explained, we perform
eigenvalue analysis at an early to moderate Euclidean
where statistical noise is suppressed and yet contribut
from at least the lowest two mass states are still present.
must exercise caution in performing the analysis at too e
a time, as more than the desiredM52 states may be con
tributing to the 232 matrix of correlation functions.

We begin by projecting a particular parity, and then inve
tigate the effective mass plots of the elements of the co
lation matrix. Using the covariance-matrix basedx2/NDF,
we identify the time slice at which all correlation function
of the correlation matrix are dominated by a single state
practice, this time slice is determined by the correlator p
viding the lowest-lying effective mass plot. The eigenval
analysis is performed at one time slice earlier, thus ensu
the presence of multiple states in the elements of the co
lation function matrix, minimizing statistical uncertaintie
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and hopefully providing a clear signal for the analysis. In th
approach minimal new information has been added, prov
ing the best opportunity that the 232 correlation matrix is
indeed dominated by 2 states. The left and right eigenvec
are determined and used to project correlation functions c
taining a single state from the correlation matrix as indica
in Eq. ~56!. These correlation functions are then subjected
the same covariance-matrix basedx2/NDF analysis to iden-
tify new acceptable fit windows for determining the mass
of the resonances.

VI. RESULTS

A. Effective masses and the correlation matrix

The correlation matrix analysis has a significant impact
the resolution of states obtained with theLc interpolating
fields of Eqs.~21! and ~22!. Hence we begin our discussio
with a focus on these correlation functions.

The effective mass plots for the positive and negative p
ity L states obtained using theLc interpolating field in the
x1x̄1 andx2x̄2 correlation functions are shown in Fig. 1 fo
the FLIC action. Good values of the covariance matrix ba
x2/NDF are obtained for the ground state (L1

c) for many
different time-fitting intervals as long as one fits after tim
slice 9. Similarly, the lowestJP5 1

2
2 excitation for thex1x̄1

correlator (L1
c* ) requires fits following time slice 8. The

ground state (L1
c) mass obtained fromx1x̄1 alone uses time

slices 10–14 while the first odd-parity excited state (L1
c* )

uses time slices 9–12. The states obtained from thex2x̄2
correlation function plateau at earlier times and are also s
ject to noise earlier in time than the states obtained with
x1x̄1 correlator. For these reasons, good values ofx2/NDF
are obtained on the time interval 6–8 for the positive par
states (L2

c), and time interval 8–11 for the negative pari
states (L2

c* ). Hence, the time slice at which the eigenval
analysis of the correlation matrix is performed is atT59 for
the even-parity pair of states and atT58 for the odd-parity
pair of states. Selecting only one time slice earlier than t
allowed byx2 considerations provides the best chance t
only two states are present in the correlation matrix at t
time.

To guarantee the robustness of the eigenvector ana
and the subsequent projection procedure, various consist
checks are made at each stage of the process. For instan
check is made to determine that the eigenvalue in Eq.~50! is
positive, and that the mass determined from the projec
correlation function defined in Eq.~56! is within the statisti-
cal fluctuations of the mass extracted without this analy
For the octet interpolating fields, off-diagonal elements
often suppressed by an order of magnitude relative to
diagonal elements and statistical noise can prevent the ei
value analysis from being successful. However, the str
suppression of off-diagonal elements is a clear signature
the mixing of the interpolating fields in these states is ne
gible.

When the consistency checks are not satisfied, we h
explored the possibility of stepping back to the previous ti
6-9
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MELNITCHOUK et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 114506 ~2003!
slice and performing the correlation matrix analysis there
some cases, the mass of the lower-lying state reliably
tained via Euclidean time evolution is seen to increase in
eigenvalue analysis, indicating a failure of the correlat
matrix analysis. The increase in the eigenvalue indicates
there are significant contributions from three or more sta
in the 232 correlation matrix, thus spoiling the possibilit
of successful state isolation. In this case, the correlation
trix analysis is unable to provide additional information a
masses are reported from thex1x̄1 or x2x̄2 correlators as
appropriate.

Figure 2 illustrates the effective mass plots of the cor
lation functions projected from the correlation matrix as
Eq. ~56!. The improved plateau behavior is readily visib
Whereas in Fig. 1 the odd-parity effective masses are cr
ing at t56 and have minimal mass splitting, significant ma

FIG. 1. Effective masses of the lowest lying positive and ne
tive parity L states obtained using theLc interpolating field from
400 configurations using the FLIC action defined with 4 sweeps

smearing ata50.7. TheJP5
1
2

1 ( 1
2

2) states labeledL1
c (L1

c* ) and

L2
c (L2

c* ) are obtained using thex1x̄1 and x2x̄2 interpolating
fields, respectively. The smeared source is att53.

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but for states obtained using the correlat
functions projected from the correlation matrix as in Eq.~56!.
11450
n
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e

n
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s-
s

splitting between the two states is already apparent att56 in
Fig. 2. The covariance basedx2/NDF indicates that accept
able plateaus in the effective mass plots start even earlie
some cases. The increase in mass splitting between the
negative parity states is more dramatic forLc* than for the
octet baryon interpolating fields. There the off-diagonal e
ments of the correlation matrix are suppressed for the ne
tive parity octet baryons, but not so forLc* . As a result, the
projection of states has only a small effect for the oc
baryon interpolators and this is detailed in Sec. VI C.

Figures 3 and 4 show the effective mass plots of
nucleon correlation functionsx1x̄1 andx2x̄2 and following
projection of the correlation matrix, respectively. Plots f
the lightest quark mass considered are presented. The c
riance matrix analysis of all quark masses indicates the
lowing analysis windows in Euclidean time:

N1,10214; N1* ,9212;

-

f

n

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 1, but for the nucleon states obtained us
the correlation functions defined in Eqs.~9! and ~10!.

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 2, but for the nucleon states obtained us
the correlation functions projected from the correlation matrix as
Eq. ~56!.
6-10
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EXCITED BARYONS IN LATTICE QCD PHYSICAL REVIEW D67, 114506 ~2003!
N2* ,8211; N2,628.
A comparison of Figs. 3 and 4 indicates that the corre

tion matrix analysis has a significantly smaller effect for t
nucleon interpolators than theLc interpolators. This suggest
that the states created by the interpolating fieldsx1 and x2
have good overlap with the two lowest-lying physic
nucleon states.

B. Resonance masses and lattice action dependence

In Fig. 5 we show the nucleon andN* ( 1
2

2) masses as a
function of the pseudoscalar meson mass squared,mp

2 . The
results of the new simulations are indicated by the fil
squares for the FLIC action, and by the stars for the Wils
action ~the Wilson points are obtained from a sample of
configurations!. The values ofmp

2 correspond tok values
given in Table I.

We note here that the spatial size of our lattice isL
51.95 fm and that the values ofmp given in Table I indicate
mpL>5.52, suggesting finite volume errors will be sma

FIG. 5. Masses of the nucleon~N! and the lowestJP5
1
2

2 exci-
tation ~‘‘ N* ’’ !. The FLIC and Wilson results are from the prese
analysis, with the DWF@22# and NP improved clover@23# results
shown for comparison. The empirical nucleon and low lyi

N* ( 1
2

2) masses are indicated by the asterisks along the ordina

TABLE I. Values ofk used in this analysis and the correspon
ing pion and nucleon resonance masses for the FLIC action wi
sweeps of smearing ata50.7. Herekcr50.1300, and a string ten
sion analysis givesa50.122(2) fm forAs5440 MeV.

k mpa mN1
a mN

1*
a mN

2*
a mN2

a

0.1260 0.5807~18! 1.0972~49! 1.388~14! 1.442~12! 1.676~12!

0.1266 0.5343~19! 1.0400~53! 1.340~16! 1.404~15! 1.642~13!

0.1273 0.4758~21! 0.9701~59! 1.286~19! 1.363~20! 1.605~15!

0.1279 0.4203~23! 0.9067~67! 1.244~25! 1.345~29! 1.580~18!

0.1286 0.3457~28! 0.8273~86! 1.186~33! 1.374~57! 1.571~26!
11450
-
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Still, one should exercise caution in that the source of
pion cloud is of finite extent and may in fact be large f
odd-parity excitations. It will be interesting to examine th
sensitivity of these states to the finite volume of the lattice
future simulations.

For comparison, we also show results from earlier sim
lations with domain wall fermions~DWF! @22# ~open tri-
angles!, and a nonperturbatively~NP! improved clover ac-
tion atb56.2 @23#. The scatter of the different NP improve
results is due to different source smearing and volume
fects: the open squares are obtained by using fuzzed sou
and local sinks, the open circles use Jacobi smearing at
the source and sink, while the open diamonds, which ext
to smaller quark masses, are obtained from a larger lat
(323364) using Jacobi smearing. The empirical masses
the nucleon and the three lowest1

2
2 excitations are indicated

by the asterisks along the ordinate. In an unquenched ca
lation, the simulation results may shift by the order of 10
@8#.

There is excellent agreement between the different
proved actions for the nucleon mass, in particular betw
the FLIC, DWF @22# and NP improved clover@23# results.
On the other hand, the Wilson results lie systematically l
in comparison to these due to the largeO(a) errors in this

action @16#. A similar pattern is repeated for theN* ( 1
2

2)
masses. Namely, the FLIC, DWF and NP improved clov
masses are in good agreement with each other, while
Wilson results again lie systematically lower. A mass sp
ting of around 400 MeV is clearly visible between theN and
N* for all actions, including the Wilson action, despite i

poor chiral properties. Furthermore, the trend of theN* ( 1
2

2)
data with decreasingmp is consistent with the mass of th
lowest lying physical negative parityN* states.

Figure 6 shows the mass of theJP5 1
2

1 states@the excited

t

.

-
4

FIG. 6. Masses of the nucleon, and the lowestJP5
1
2

1 excita-
tion ~‘‘ N8’’ !. The FLIC results are compared with the earlier DW
@22# and Wilson-OPE@18# analyses, as well as with the Wilso
results from this analysis. The empirical nucleon and low lyi

N* ( 1
2

1) masses are indicated by asterisks.
6-11
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MELNITCHOUK et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 114506 ~2003!
state is denoted by ‘‘N8(1/21)’’ #. As is long known, the posi-
tive parity x2 interpolating field does not have good overl
with the nucleon ground state@18# and the correlation matrix
results confirm this result, as discussed below. It has b
speculated thatx2 may have overlap with the lowest12

1

excited state, theN* (1440) Roper resonance@22#. In addi-
tion to the FLIC and Wilson results from the present ana
sis, we also show in Fig. 6 the DWF results@22#, and results
from an earlier analysis with Wilson fermions together w
the operator product expansion@18#. The physical values o
the lowest three1

2
1 excitations of the nucleon are indicate

by the asterisks.

FIG. 7. Ratio of the lowestN* ( 1
2

2) and nucleon masses. Th
FLIC and Wilson results are from the present analysis, with res
from the D234 @21# and DWF @22# actions shown for comparison
The empiricalN* (1535)/N mass ratio is denoted by the asterisk

FIG. 8. Masses of theJP5
1
2

1 and 1
2

2 nucleon states, for the
FLIC action. The positive~negative! parity states are labele
N1 (N1* ) andN2 (N2* ). The results from the projection of the co
relation matrix as discussed in Sec. VI A are shown by the fil

symbols, whereas the results from the standard fits to thex1x̄1 and

x2x̄2 correlation functions are shown by the open symbols~offset to
the right for clarity!. Empirical masses of the low lying12

6 states
are indicated by the asterisks.
11450
en
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The most striking feature of the data is the relatively lar

excitation energy of theN8( 1
2

1), some 1 GeV above the
nucleon. There is little evidence, therefore, that this stat
the N* (1440) Roper resonance. While it is possible that
Roper resonance may have a strong nonlinear dependen
the quark mass atmp

2 &0.2 GeV2, arising from, for example,
pion loop corrections, it is unlikely that this behavior wou
be so dramatically different from that of theN* (1535) so as
to reverse the level ordering obtained from the lattice.
more likely explanation is that thex2 interpolating field does
not have good overlap with either the nucleon or t
N* (1440), but rather~a combination of! excited1

2
1 state~s!.

Recall that in a constituent quark model in a harmo
oscillator basis, the mass of the lowest mass state with
Roper quantum numbers is higher than the lowestP-wave
excitation. It seems that neither the lattice data~at large
quark masses and with our interpolating fields! nor the con-
stituent quark model have good overlap with the Roper re
nance. Better overlap with the Roper is likely to require mo
exotic interpolating fields.

In Fig. 7 we show the ratio of the masses of the low-lyi

N* ( 1
2

2) and the nucleon. Once again, there is good agr
ment between the FLIC and DWF actions. However, the
sults for the Wilson action lie above the others, as do th
for the anisotropic D234 action@21#. The D234 action has been
mean-field improved, and uses an anisotropic lattice whic
relatively coarse in the spatial direction (a'0.24 fm). This
is perhaps an indication of the need for nonperturbative
FLIC improvement.

C. Resolving the resonances

The mass splitting between the two lightestN* ( 1
2

2)
states@N* (1535) andN* (1650)] can be studied by consid
ering the odd parity content of thex1 and x2 interpolating
fields in Eqs.~6! and ~7!. Recall that the ‘‘diquarks’’ inx1

and x2 couple differently to spin, so that even though t
correlation functions built up from thex1 andx2 fields will
be made up of a mixture of many excited states, they w
have dominant overlap with different states@18,20#. By using
the correlation-matrix techniques introduced in the previo
section, we extract two separate mass states from thex1 and
x2 interpolating fields. The results from the correlation m
trix analysis are shown by the filled symbols in Fig. 8 and a

ts

d

TABLE II. Interpolating field coefficients for the two positive

parity N1/21
states. The time sliceT at which the correlation matrix

analysis is performed is indicated in the last column.

k u1
a u2

a u1
b u2

b T

0.1260 0.999~1! 0.001~1! 0.154~28! 0.846~28! 7
0.1266 0.997~2! 0.003~2! 0.112~59! 0.888~59! 8
0.1273 0.996~2! 0.004~2! 0.083~74! 0.917~74! 8
0.1279 0.993~3! 0.007~3! 0.049~99! 0.951~99! 8
0.1286 0.989~3! 0.011~3! 0.066~81! 0.934~81! 7
6-12
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TABLE III. Interpolating field coefficients for the two negativ

parity N1/22
states. The eigenvalues of the correlation matrix ana

sis indicate that excited states spoil the eigenstate isolation fok
values 0.1273 and 0.1279.

k u1
a* u2

a* u1
b* u2

b* T

0.1260 0.45~7! 0.55~7! 0.16~15! 20.84~15! 8
0.1266 0.50~7! 0.50~7! 0.08~14! 20.92~14! 8
0.1273 0.42~6! 0.58~6! 0.26~15! 20.74~15! 7
0.1279 0.53~10! 0.47~10! 0.09~15! 20.91~15! 7
0.1286 0.77~15! 0.23~15! 0.20~5! 0.80~5! 8

TABLE IV. S baryon resonance masses.

k mS1
a mS

1*
a mS

2*
a mS2

a

0.1260 1.0765~50! 1.371~15! 1.432~13! 1.665~12!

0.1266 1.0400~53! 1.340~16! 1.404~15! 1.642~13!

0.1273 0.9966~57! 1.307~17! 1.371~17! 1.617~14!

0.1279 0.9589~62! 1.281~20! 1.349~21! 1.597~16!

0.1286 0.9149~72! 1.265~29! 1.332~28! 1.580~19!

TABLE V. Interpolating field coefficients for the twoS1/21

states.

k u1
a u2

a u1
b u2

b T

0.1260 0.997~1! 0.003~1! 0.127~53! 0.873~53! 8
0.1266 0.997~2! 0.003~2! 0.112~59! 0.888~59! 8
0.1273 0.998~2! 0.002~2! 0.133~35! 0.867~35! 7
0.1279 0.997~2! 0.003~2! 0.121~41! 0.879~41! 7
0.1286 0.996~3! 0.004~3! 0.100~52! 0.900~52! 7

TABLE VI. Interpolating field coefficients for the twoS1/22

states. The eigenvalues of the correlation matrix analysis indi
that excited states spoil the eigenstate isolation fork values 0.1273
through 0.1286.

k u1
a* u2

a* u1
b* u2

b* T

0.1260 0.47~7! 0.53~7! 0.11~13! 20.89~13! 8
0.1266 0.50~7! 0.50~7! 0.08~14! 20.92~14! 8
0.1273 0.38~5! 0.62~5! 0.35~14! 20.65~14! 7
0.1279 0.42~7! 0.58~7! 0.30~17! 20.70~17! 7
0.1286 0.52~13! 0.48~13! 0.17~22! 20.83~22! 7

TABLE VII. J baryon resonance masses.

k mJ1
a mJ

1* a mJ
2*
a mJ2

a

0.1260 1.0612~52! 1.358~15! 1.414~13! 1.653~12!

0.1266 1.0400~53! 1.340~16! 1.404~15! 1.642~13!

0.1273 1.0145~54! 1.320~16! 1.392~17! 1.630~14!

0.1279 0.9919~56! 1.302~18! 1.389~20! 1.622~15!

0.1286 0.9649~60! 1.281~20! 1.399~27! 1.618~24!
11450
compared to the standard ‘‘naive’’ fits performed directly
the diagonal correlation functions,x1x̄1 andx2x̄2, indicated
by the open symbols.

The results indicate that indeed theN* ( 1
2

2) largely cor-
responding to thex2 field ~labeled ‘‘N2* ’’ ! lies above the

N* ( 1
2

2) which can also be isolated via Euclidean time ev
lution with the x1 field ~‘‘ N1* ’’ ! alone. The masses of th
corresponding positive parity states, associated with thex1
and x2 fields ~labeled ‘‘N1’’ and ‘‘ N2,’’ respectively! are
shown for comparison. For reference, we also list the exp
mentally measured values of the low-lying12

6 states. It is
interesting to note that the mass splitting between the p
tive parity N1 and negative parityN1,2* states~roughly 400–
500 MeV! is similar to that between theN1,2* and the positive
parity N2 state, reminiscent of a constituent quark–harmo
oscillator picture.

The interpolating coefficients for the two positive an
negative parity states@see Eq.~47!#, extracted via the proce
dure outlined in Sec. V B, are given in Tables II and III fo

-

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8 but for theS baryons.

te

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 8 but for theJ baryons. TheJP values of
the excited states marked with ‘‘?’’ are undetermined.
6-13
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MELNITCHOUK et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 67, 114506 ~2003!
various k values. The coefficients corresponding to ea
mass state~labeled ‘‘a’’ or ‘‘ b’’ ! are normalized so that th
sum of their absolute values is 1,

uu1
au1uu2

au51, ~58a!

uu1
bu1uu2

bu51, ~58b!

and similarly for the coefficientsu1,2
a,b* for the negative parity

mass states. This normalization allows one to readily iden
the fraction of each interpolating field needed to construc
linear combination having maximum overlap with a partic
lar baryon state. The last column in Tables II and III sho
the time sliceT where the correlation matrix eigenvalu
analysis is performed.

From Table II one immediately sees that the coeffici
u2

a , reflecting the fraction ofx2 required to isolate the
ground state nucleon, is extremely small. This further s
ports the earlier observation that thex2 interpolating field
does not have good overlap with the nucleon ground st
Table III shows the coefficients for isolating the two lowe
energy negative-parityN* states using thex1 andx2 inter-
polating fields. A significant amount of mixing is observe
between the two interpolating fields for the lower ener
state, particularly at heavy quark masses. This result is
ticipated by the long Euclidean time evolution required
achieve an acceptablex2/NDF for the N1* effective mass il-

lustrated in Fig. 3. The higherN1/22
state, however, is domi

nated by thex2 field, thus explaining the good effective ma
plateau observed in Fig. 3 without the correlation matrix a
proach. Note that the most significant contribution to theN2*
state fromx1 is for the third quark mass when the correlati
matrix analysis is performed at an early time slice and
spoiled by contamination from higher excited states. T

TABLE VIII. Interpolating field coefficients for the twoJ1/21

states.

k u1
a u2

a u1
b u2

b T

0.1260 0.999~1! 0.001~1! 0.146~30! 0.854~30! 7
0.1266 0.997~2! 0.003~2! 0.112~59! 0.888~59! 8
0.1273 0.996~2! 0.004~2! 0.105~64! 0.895~64! 8
0.1279 0.995~2! 0.005~2! 0.097~70! 0.903~70! 8
0.1286 0.993~2! 0.007~2! 0.076~83! 0.924~83! 8

TABLE IX. Interpolating field coefficients for the twoJ1/22

states. The eigenvalues of the correlation matrix analysis indi
that excited states spoil the eigenstate isolation fork values 0.1273
through 0.1286.

k u1
a* u2

a* u1
b* u2

b* T

0.1260 0.48~8! 0.52~8! 0.13~16! 20.87~16! 8
0.1266 0.50~7! 0.50~7! 0.08~14! 20.92~14! 8
0.1273 0.38~5! 0.62~5! 0.32~13! 20.68~13! 7
0.1279 0.42~6! 0.58~6! 0.22~13! 20.78~13! 7
0.1286 0.49~7! 0.51~7! 0.09~11! 20.91~11! 7
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most significant contribution at the preferred time slic
which also has the smallest errors, is for the lightest qu
mass. It is for these reasons that we choose the lightest q
mass in Fig. 3 to illustrate the effective masses of the p
jected nucleon states.

Turning to the strange sector, in Fig. 9 we show t
masses of the positive and negative parityS baryons calcu-
lated from the FLIC action compared with the physic
masses of the known positive and negative parity states.
data for the masses of these states are listed in Table IV,
the interpolator coefficients for the two positive and negat
parity states are given in Tables V and VI, respectively. T
pattern of mass splittings is similar to that found in Fig. 8 f
the nucleon. Namely, the12

1 state associated with thex1
field appears consistent with the empiricalS(1193) ground
state, while the 1

2
1 state associated with thex2 field

lies significantly above the observed first~Roper-like!
1
2

1 excitation, S* (1660). There is also evidence for
mass splitting between the two negative parity states, sim
to that in the nonstrange sector. The behavior of

te

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 8 but for theL states obtained using theL8

interpolating field.

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 8 but for theL states obtained using theLc

interpolating field.
6-14
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interpolator coefficients for theS1/21
andS1/22

states is also
similar to that for the nucleon in Tables II and III. Namel
while the positive parity ground state is dominated by thex1
interpolating field, there is considerable mixing between
x1 andx2 fields for the lowest negative parity state, with th
higher S1/22

state receiving a dominant contribution fro
x2.

The spectrum of the strangeness22 positive and negative
parity J hyperons is displayed in Fig. 10, with data given
Table VII, and the interpolator coefficients for theJ1/21

and
J1/22

states in Tables VIII and IX, respectively. Once aga
the pattern of calculated masses repeats that found for thS
and N masses in Figs. 8 and 9, and for the respective c
pling coefficients. The empirical masses of the physicalJ*
baryons are denoted by asterisks. However, for all but
ground stateJ(1318), theJP values are not known.

Finally, we consider theL hyperons. In Figs. 11 and 1
we compare results obtained from theL8 andLc interpolat-
ing fields, respectively, using the two different techniques
extracting masses. The data are given in Tables X and
respectively. A direct comparison between the positive a
negative parity masses for theL8 ~open symbols! and Lc

~filled symbols! states extracted from the correlation mat
analysis, is shown in Fig. 13. A similar pattern of mass sp
tings to that for theN* spectrum of Fig. 8 is observed. I
particular, the negative parityL1* state ~diamonds! lies
;400 MeV above the positive parityL1 ground state
~circles!, for both the L8 and Lc fields. There is also
clearevidence of a mass splitting between theL1* ~diamonds!
andL2* ~squares!.

Using the naive fitting scheme~open symbols in Figs. 11
and 12!, misses the mass splitting betweenL1* and L2* for
the ‘‘common’’ interpolating field. Only after performing th
correlation matrix analysis is it possible to resolve two se
rate mass states, as seen by the filled symbols in Fig. 12.

TABLE X. L baryon resonance masses from the octet,L8,
interpolating field.

k mL1
a mL

1*
a mL

2*
a mL2

a

0.1260 1.0801~50! 1.374~15! 1.427~13! 1.665~12!

0.1266 1.0400~53! 1.340~16! 1.404~15! 1.642~13!

0.1273 0.9910~56! 1.302~17! 1.380~19! 1.618~15!

0.1279 0.9464~61! 1.269~21! 1.373~26! 1.603~17!

0.1286 0.8904~72! 1.233~28! 1.410~47! 1.599~21!

TABLE XI. L baryon resonance masses from the ‘‘commo
Lc, interpolating field.

k mL1
a mL

1*
a mL

2*
a mL2

a

0.1260 1.0815~50! 1.334~13! 1.408~12! 1.662~11!

0.1266 1.0413~52! 1.301~14! 1.382~13! 1.638~12!

0.1273 0.9920~56! 1.262~16! 1.356~16! 1.611~12!

0.1279 0.9473~61! 1.226~18! 1.342~21! 1.590~13!

0.1286 0.8912~73! 1.181~21! 1.357~33! 1.570~15!
11450
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may be an indication that the physics responsible for
mass splitting between the negative parityL* (1670) and
L* (1800) states is suppressed in theLc interpolating field.
This is also evidenced by comparing the interpolator coe
cients for the positive and negative parityL8 andLc states,
in Tables XII and XIII, and XIV and XV, respectively. While
the couplings for theL8 for both the positive parity states ar
similar to those for the nucleon and other hyperons, ther
more prominent mixing for the case of theLc. In particular,
there is notably stronger mixing for the higher mass nega
parity state in the case of theLc compared with the corre

spondingL8 state. Thex2
L8

contributes;80–90 % of the

strength compared to;50–60 % for thex2
Lc

. The interpola-
tor coefficients are precisely determined in theLc correla-
tionmatrix analysis. As for the other baryons, there is lit
evidence that theL2 ~triangles! has any significant overlap
with the first positive parity excited state,L* (1600) @cf. the
Roper resonance,N* (1440), in Fig. 8#.

While it seems plausible that nonanalyticities in a chi
extrapolation@7# of N1 andN1* results could eventually lead
to agreement with experiment, the situation for t
L* (1405) is not as compelling. Whereas a 150 MeV pio
induced self-energy is required for theN1 , N1* andL1, 400

’

FIG. 13. Masses of the positive and negative parityL states, for
the octetL8 ~open symbols! and ‘‘common’’ Lc ~filled symbols!
interpolating fields with the FLIC action. The positive~negative!
parity states labeledL1 (L1* ) andL2 (L2* ) are the two states ob
tained from the correlation matrix analysis of thex1

L andx2
L inter-

polating fields. Empirical masses of the low lying12
6 states are

indicated by the asterisks.

TABLE XII. Interpolating field coefficients for the two positive
parity L8 states.

k u1
a u2

a u1
b u2

b T

0.1260 0.999~1! 0.001~1! 0.149~29! 0.851~29! 7
0.1266 0.997~2! 0.003~2! 0.112~59! 0.888~59! 8
0.1273 0.995~2! 0.005~2! 0.095~69! 0.905~69! 8
0.1279 0.993~2! 0.007~2! 0.070~85! 0.930~85! 8
0.1286 0.990~2! 0.010~2! 0.081~63! 0.919~63! 7
6-15
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MeV is required to approach the empirical mass of
L* (1405). This may not be surprising for the octet fields,
theL* (1405), being an SU~3! flavor singlet, may not couple
strongly to an SU~3! octet interpolating field. Indeed, there
some evidence of this in Fig. 13. This large discrepancy
400 MeV suggests that relevant physics giving rise to a li
L* (1405) may be absent from simulations in the quenc
approximation. The behavior of theL1,2* states may be modi
fied at small values of the quark mass through nonlin
effects associated with Goldstone boson loops including
strong coupling of theL* (1405) toSp and KN̄ channels.
While some of this coupling will survive in the quenche
approximation, generally the couplings are modified a
suppressed@8,40#. It is also interesting to note that theL1*
andL2* masses display a similar behavior to that seen for
J1* and J2* states, which are dominated by the heav
strange quark. Alternatively, the study of more exotic int
polating fields may indicate theL* (1405) does not couple
strongly tox1 or x2. Investigations at lighter quark mass
involving quenched chiral perturbation theory will assist
resolving these issues.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented the first results for the excited bar
spectrum from lattice QCD using anO(a2) improved
Luscher-Weise gauge action@29# and anO(a)-improved Fat-
Link Irrelevant Clover~FLIC! quark action in which only the
links of the irrelevant dimension five operators are smea
@16#. The FLIC action provides a new form of nonperturb
tive O(a) improvement in whichO(a) errors are eliminated
andO(a2) errors are very small@32#. The simulations have
been performed on a 163332 lattice atb54.60, providing a
lattice spacing ofa50.122(2) fm. The analysis is based o

TABLE XIII. Interpolating field coefficients for the two nega
tive parity L8 states. The eigenvalues of the correlation mat
analysis indicate that excited states spoil the eigenstate isolatio
k values 0.1273 through 0.1286.

k u1
a* u2

a* u1
b* u2

b* T

0.1260 0.46~8! 0.54~8! 0.16~16! 20.84~16! 8
0.1266 0.50~7! 0.50~7! 0.08~14! 20.92~14! 8
0.1273 0.40~6! 0.60~6! 0.27~14! 20.73~13! 7
0.1279 0.49~8! 0.51~8! 0.12~13! 20.88~13! 7
0.1286 0.47~8! 0.53~8! 0.19~13! 20.81~13! 6

TABLE XIV. Interpolating field coefficients for the two positive
parity Lc states.

k u1
a u2

a u1
b u2

b T

0.1260 1.000~2! 0.000~2! 0.282~51! 20.718~51! 9
0.1266 0.997~2! 0.003~2! 0.291~55! 20.709~55! 9
0.1273 0.994~2! 0.006~2! 0.278~26! 20.722~26! 8
0.1279 0.990~2! 0.010~2! 0.279~18! 20.721~18! 7
0.1286 0.983~3! 0.017~3! 0.278~13! 20.722~13! 6
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a set of 400 configurations generated on the Orion superc
puter at the University of Adelaide.

Good agreement is obtained between the FLIC and o
improved actions, including the nonperturbatively improv
clover@23# and domain wall fermion~DWF! @22# actions, for
the nucleon and its chiral partner, with a mass splitting

;400 MeV. Our results for theN* ( 1
2

2) improve on those
using the D234 @21# and Wilson actions. Despite strong chir
symmetry breaking, the results with the Wilson action a
still able to resolve the splitting between the chiral partn
of the nucleon. Using the two standard nucleon interpolat
fields, we also confirm earlier observations@20# of a mass
splitting between the two nearby12

2 states. We find no evi-
dence of overlap with the12

1 Roper resonance.
In the strange sector, we have investigated the overla

variousL interpolating fields with the low-lying1
2

6 states.
Once again a clear mass splitting of;400 MeV between the
octetL and its parity partner is seen, with evidence of a m
splitting between the two low-lying odd-parity states. W
find no evidence of strong overlap with the12

1 ‘‘Roper’’
excitation,L* (1600). The empirical mass suppression of t
L* (1405) is not evident in these quenched QCD simu
tions, possibly suggesting an important role for the mes
cloud of theL* (1405) and/or a need for more exotic inte
polating fields.

We have not attempted to extrapolate the lattice result
the physical region of light quarks, since the nonanaly
behavior ofN* ’s near the chiral limit is not as well studie
as that of the nucleon@7,8,41#. It is vital that future lattice
N* simulations push closer toward the chiral limit. On
promising note, our simulations with the 4 sweep FLIC a
tion are able to reach relatively low quark masses (mq
;60–70 MeV) already. Our discussion of quenching effe
is limited to a qualitative level until the formulation o
quenched chiral perturbation theory for1

2
2 baryon reso-

nances is established@42# or dynamical fermion simulation-
sare completed. Experience suggests that dynamical ferm
results will be shifted down in mass relative to quench
results, with increased downward curvature near the ch
limit @8#. It will be fascinating to confront this physics with
both numerical simulation and chiral nonanalyt
approaches.

In order to further explore the origin of the Rope
resonances or theL* (1405), more exotic interpolating field
involving higher Fock states, or nonlocal operators sho
be investigated. Finally, the presentN* mass analysis will
be extended in future to includeN→N* transition form

for

TABLE XV. Interpolating field coefficients for the two negativ
parity Lc states. The correlation matrix analysis is successful for
k values.

k u1
a* u2

a* u1
b* u2

b* T

0.1260 0.54~2! 20.46~2! 0.23~3! 0.77~3! 8
0.1266 0.53~2! 20.47~2! 0.27~3! 0.73~3! 8
0.1273 0.52~1! 20.48~1! 0.33~3! 0.67~3! 8
0.1279 0.51~1! 20.49~1! 0.39~3! 0.61~3! 8
0.1286 0.49~1! 20.51~1! 0.47~4! 0.53~4! 8
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factors through the calculation of three-point correlati
functions.
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